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Abstract
The rigidity function RA(r) of a matrix A is the minimum number of entries of A that must
be changed to reduce the rank of A to less than or equal to r. While almost all matrices have
rigidity close to (n − r)2, proving strong lower bounds on the rigidity of explicit matrices is
a fundamental open question with several consequences in complexity theory. A natural class
of matrices expected to have high rigidity is that of Vandermonde matrices V = (xj−1i )16i; j6n.
However, even when the xi are algebraically independent, it was not known if RV (r) = 
(n2)
for nonconstant r. We prove that for any constant c< 1, there exists a constant > 0 such that
if r6
p
n, then RV (r)>cn2, when the xi are algebraically independent. Although not explicit,
this provides a natural n-dimensional manifold in the space of nn matrices with 
(n2) rigidity
for nonconstant r. Our proof is based on a technique due to Shoup and Smolensky (Comput.
Complexity 6(4) (1997) 301{311).
For explicit Vandermonde matrices, the best-known lower bound is RV (r) = 
(n2=r log(n=r)),
when log2 n6r6n=2, which follows from a result of Shokrollahi et al. (Inform. Process. Lett.
64(6) (1997) 283{285). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The rigidity function RA(r) of a matrix A was introduced by Valiant [13] and is
dened to be the minimum number of entries of A that must be changed in order to
reduce its rank to less than or equal to r. It is easy to show that for every nn matrix
A, RA(r)6(n − r)2, i.e., its rank can be reduced to r by changing at most (n − r)2
1 Part of the work done while the author was a postdoctoral fellow at University of Toronto.
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entries. Valiant [13] showed that for \almost all" nn matrices A over an innite eld,
RA(r)>(n − r)2. It is obvious that this tight bound is achieved if we take a matrix
with algebraically independent entries. In this note, we are interested in lower bounds
on the rigidity of less \generic" matrices.
Suciently strong lower bounds on the rigidity of explicit matrices have very inter-
esting consequences to circuit complexity and communication complexity [5, 7, 9, 13].
In fact, the seminal result of Valiant [13] cited above shows that a lower bound
RA(n)>n1+ for some constants ; >0, would imply a superlinear size lower bound
on the arithmetic complexity of the linear transformation given by A in the model of
log-depth linear circuits (the gates in such a circuit compute linear combinations of
their inputs).
Let V =(x j−1i )16i; j6n denote a Vandermonde matrix constructed from distinct el-
ements xi from a eld. Vandermonde matrices form a natural class conjectured to
contain matrices of high rigidity. They arise in computational tasks such as polynomial
evaluation and discrete Fourier transform. However, the best known lower bound on
the rigidity of an arbitrary Vandermonde matrix is only 
(n2=r) due to Pudlak [7], and
independently, Shparlinsky [10] (cf. Section 3). Razborov [9] proves the same bound
for the inverse of a Vandermonde matrix. For the special case of the Fourier trans-
form matrix (i.e., when xi= i−1, where  is a primitive nth root of unity), a lower
bound of 
(n2=r log(n=r)) follows immediately from a result of Shokrollahi et al. [12]
(cf. Section 4).
An interesting question concerns the rigidity of a Vandermonde matrix when the xi
are algebraically independent. Although not explicit, such a matrix has only n inde-
pendent entries as opposed to n2 in a generic matrix. Thus, a strong lower bound on
the rigidity of this matrix would give a matrix of high rigidity in a subset with only
n degrees of freedom in the n2-dimensional space of all nn matrices. In this note,
we prove that when the xi are algebraically independent, a Vandermonde matrix has a
rigidity of at least n(n− c  r2)=2, where c is an absolute constant. This lower bound is
clearly interesting only when r6
p
n for a suciently small >0. On the other hand,
to our knowledge, this is the only lower bound of the form 
(n2) for nonconstant r
on the rigidity of a natural class of matrices.
Our proof is based on a technique due to Shoup and Smolensky [11]. We note
that this technique, based on a dimensionality argument, is used in [11] to directly
(i.e. without using rigidity) prove superlinear lower bounds on the complexity of linear
circuits computing linear transformations given by (nonexplicit) Vandermonde matrices
and their inverses. Since rigidity also provides a criterion for lower bounds on the
complexity of linear circuits [13], it is natural to examine the relation between rigidity
and the approach of Shoup and Smolensky. We show that, at least when the target
rank r is at most 
p
n, for a small enough >0, the dimensionality argument of Shoup
and Smolensky can be used to prove lower bounds on matrix rigidity. It is an interesting
open problem to prove a similar result for larger values of r.
All matrices in this note are assumed to be over C (the eld of complex numbers).
We will make use of the following formal denition of rigidity.
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Denition 1. For a matrix A,
RA(r) := minfjCj: rank(A− C)6rg;
where jCj denotes the number of nonzero entries of the matrix C.
2. Vandermondes with independent xi
In this section, we will prove a lower bound on the rigidity of a Vandermonde matrix
V =(x j−1i )16i; j6n, where the xi are algebraically independent complex numbers. This
matrix is conjectured to have a high rigidity, but we can prove an interesting lower
bound only for r6
p
n for a small . Our lower bound exploits a technique introduced
by Shoup and Smolensky [11].
Central to the technique is the following denition:
Denition 2 (Shoup and Smolensky [11]). For a matrix A2Cnn, dene DA(t) to be
the dimension of the vector space over Q (the eld of rational numbers) spanned by
the products of t distinct entries of A.
Theorem 3. Let V =(x j−1i )16i; j6n be a Vandermonde matrix; where the xi are alge-
braically independent over Q. Then;
RV (r)>n(n− c  r2)=2;
where c>0 is an absolute constant.
In particular; there exists an >0 such that for every r6
p
n; RV (r)>n2=4. (The
constant 1=4 can be replaced by any constant less than 1 by selecting a correspond-
ingly small . See Remark 4 below.)
Proof. Let C be a matrix with the smallest number of nonzero entries such that V −C
has rank r. Thus RV (r)= jCj, number of nonzero entries of C. Denote by si the number
of changes in the ith row of V . Let s denote the average of the si, s := (s1+   +sn)=n.
Thus jCj= n  s.
There must be at least n=2 rows of V with no more than 2s changes in each of
those rows. Fix n=2 such rows and call them \good" rows.
Claim 1. DV−C(n=2)>(n− 2s)n=2.
To prove the claim, consider the products formed by taking unchanged entries of
good rows, one entry per row. They are of the form x j1i1  x j2i2      x jtit , where i1; : : : ; it are
good rows and each jk has at least (n−2s) possibilities. By the algebraic independence
of the xi, these products are linearly independent over Q. Hence Claim 1 follows.
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Since V − C has rank r, the following claim gives an upper bound on DV−C :
Claim 2. For any matrix A2Cnn; with rank(A)= r;
DA(t)6

nr + t
t
2
:
Since A is of rank r, we can write A=PQ where P is nr and Q is rn. Thus
each element of A is a sum of products pq where p is an entry of P and q is an
entry of Q. Therefore, a t-wise product of distinct entries of A is a sum of products
(p1   pt)  (q1    qt), where pi are (not necessarily distinct) entries of P and qj are
(not necessarily distinct) entries of Q. Since the number of nonzero entries of P is at
most nr, the number of products of the form p1 : : : pt is bounded by (
nr+t
t ), the number
of monomials of degree at most t formed from nr variables. Similarly, the number
of products of the form q1 : : : qt is bounded by (
nr+t
t ). Since each t-wise product of
A is in the Q-linear span of products (p1   pt)  (q1    qt), the dimension DA(t) is
bounded from above by the number of products of the form (p1   pt)  (q1    qt).
Hence DA(t)6(
nr+t
t )
2. This proves Claim 2.
Combining Claims 1 and 2 with t= n=2, we get,
(n− 2s)n=26

nr + n=2
n=2
2
:
Since
n
k

6(ne=k)k ; (n− 2s)n=26

(nr + n=2)e
n=2
2 n=2
:
Hence,
(n− 2s)6 ((1 + 2r)e)2
6 c  r2; for some constant c>0:
This gives us,
s>(n− c  r2)=2:
Since RV (r)= jCj= n  s, we have proved the theorem.
Remark 4. The bound of Theorem 3 can be improved by a constant factor with a more
careful choice of the parameters. Indeed, as pointed out by Hayes [3], by selecting t 
(
p
2ern)2=3 in the proof above, it can be shown that RV (r)>n2 − O(n5=3r2=3).
Remark 5. The bound of Claim 2 in the proof can be slightly improved by observing
that P or Q can be chosen so it contains an rr identity matrix. The improved bound
is DA(t)6(
nr+t
t )  ( (n−r)r+tt ) for any matrix A of rank r.
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3. Vandermondes with arbitrary xi
When the xi are arbitrary (but distinct), the best known lower bound on a
Vandermonde matrix is 
(n2=r), due to Pudlak [7] and independently Shparlinsky [10].
Both proofs are valid over an arbitrary eld. We present below the proof of Shpar-
linsky since it is unpublished so far and has better constants. We are grateful to Igor
Shparlinsky for his permission to include this proof.
Theorem 6 (Shparlinsky [10]). RV (r)>(n− r)2=(r + 1).
Proof. For a given r, let s :=RV (r) be the minimum number of changes made to
V so that the altered matrix has rank at most r. By an averaging argument, we can
select r + 1 consecutive columns, k; : : : ; k + r, 16k6n− r such that the total number
of changes in these columns is at most s(r + 1)=(n − r). Ignore any row that has a
change in these columns. That gives us n − s(r + 1)=(n − r) rows with no changes
in the columns k; : : : ; k + r. Since the altered matrix has rank at most r, the columns
k; : : : ; k+ r are linearly dependent, say with coecients ak ; : : : ak+r not all of which are
zero. This means that the polynomial
Pr
t=0 ak+t X
t has at least n−s(r+1)=(n−r) roots,
namely the xi from V that correspond to the rows selected above with no changes in
the columns k; : : : ; k + r. But this polynomial can have at most r roots. Thus,
r>n− s(r + 1)=(n− r):
This gives RV (r)= s>(n− r)2=(r + 1) and the theorem is proved.
4. Discrete Fourier transform matrices
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix is a special kind of Vandermonde
matrix and is given by DFT= (ij)06i; j6n−1, where  is a primitive nth root of unity.
Because of its practical importance, it would be interesting to obtain lower bounds on
the arithmetic complexity of DFT. Proving lower bounds on its rigidity provides one
approach toward that goal. However, currently known lower bounds on rigidity of DFT
are too weak to imply the conjectured superlinear lower bounds on its complexity. We
present below the best known lower bound on the rigidity of DFT.
We rst recall the following denition [1, p. 318].
Denition 7. A matrix A is called totally regular i every minor of A is nonsingular.
The following general theorem is proved in [12].
Theorem 8 (Shokrollahi et al. [12]). For every totally regular nn matrix A and for
log2 n6r6n=2; RA(r)=
(n2=r log(n=r)).
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It is well-known that an nn DFT matrix, where n is a prime, is totally regular (see
for instance [8, p. 14]). Thus, we have
Corollary 9. If n is a prime, and log2 n6r6n=2, then
RDFT(r)=


n2
r
log
n
r

:
5. Concluding remarks
We studied the rigidity function of Vandermonde matrices. In particular, when the
xi are algebraically independent, we showed that RV (r)=
(n2) when r6
p
n for
small enough >0. Proving similar strong lower bounds on RV (r) for larger r is an
interesting open question.
The most important open question in this area, of course, is to prove that RA(n)>
n1+ for explicit matrices A. The best known bound is 
(n2=r log(n=r)) proved by
Friedman [2] and Shokrollahi et al. [12] for several dierent explicit matrices and the
one presented in Section 4. A slightly weaker bound of 
(n2=r) is also known for many
matrices including arbitrary Vandermonde matrices (cf. Section 3), Hadamard matrices
[4] and the all 1’s upper triangular matrix [7]. Interestingly, all known proofs of lower
bounds on rigidity of explicit matrices have essentially the same avor and consist
of two steps: rst, show that an abundance of submatrices have a high rank; second,
show that if the number of changes is too small, then one such submtarix remains
untouched. We observe here that any proof relying on the second step in this strategy
is incapable of producing a lower bound better than 
((n2=r) log n=r). Indeed, using
Lovasz’s result [6] relating fractional and integral vertex covers of a hypergraph, we can
show that in any nn matrix A, a set of [n2=(r+1)2](1+ln( n−1r )2)=O((n2=r) log n=r)
entries can be chosen that intersects every (r + 1)(r + 1) submatrix of A. As for
the rst step, Valiant [13] already observed, based on the existence of linear size
superconcentrators, that there exist matrices A in which all submatrices are nonsingular
and yet have RA(n)6n1+o(1). Hence, any lower bound proof that relies on the rst
step described above is doomed to fail as well in resolving the major open question
concerning rigidity.
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